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INTRODUCTION
In Summer 2009, a handful of librarians and composition instructors in Spokane, Washington, collaborated to hold a oneday retreat the following fall called Inland InfoLit. The goals were to share best practices with each other, to aid in deeper
collaboration with librarians and composition instructors at a particular institution, and also to share our expertise with other colleges
and universities in the area. It was successful, and relatively easy to plan for 50-80 attendees, and we have held it every fall since
then. This proceedings article will highlight why others should consider emulating this model, what is needed to organize and sustain
such a conference, and what lessons have been learned.

PROBLEM
Librarians and departmental faculty have shared student learning outcomes when it comes to information literacy. The most
obvious example of this is Composition (see Council of Writing Program Administrators, 2014), but other disciplines also have
information literacy as an outcome for the major, even if they do not use the phrase. History is one example (see American Historical
Association, 2016).
Yet librarians rarely discuss these outcomes beyond one-on-one conversations with departmental faculty, in faculty
departmental meetings, or in formal workshops on campus aimed at faculty. Individual librarians may occasionally attend
conferences outside of librarianship, and there has been literature promoting this (Bennet, 2011). But how many departmental faculty
attend academic library conferences? If librarians and faculty are interested in attending conferences outside their domains, limited
professional development funds is a key barrier, especially for graduate students and adjunct faculty.

SOLUTION
One solution to the problem of getting librarians and departmental faculty out of their silos is to hold a regional conference,
or to hold a pre-conference tied to an existing regional academic conference. Not only can librarians and faculty discuss shared
concerns and best practices, they can also learn and share with other neighboring institutions. Costs can be kept reasonable by
limiting the event to one day, holding it at an institution affiliated with a member of the planning committee, and using local talent
for keynote presentations.

PLANNING AND SUSTAINING
From our nine years of experience, here is what you will need to plan your own local conference or retreat, and to make it
a sustainable endeavor.
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Have a core group of librarians and departmental faculty that will initiate planning meetings and get the process started
each year, but have open meetings to bring in new people. Try to have new people on the planning committee each year to bring in
fresh perspectives, while retaining veterans with historical knowledge. Realize that librarians will normally be the leaders of the
planning process, because librarians are very invested in information literacy and collaborations, and they will make the time to
devote to planning. Given that so many composition instructors are adjunct faculty or graduate students, while they have been
extremely enthusiastic about collaboration, they are even more time-crunched than academic librarians.
Have the planning committee be comprised of multiple representatives from various institutions, public and private. Private
universities usually have more flexibility in being able to collect registration fees. For example, Inland InfoLit has not needed a bank
account by leveraging one of the private universities, and relying on our local ACRL chapter for online registration via PayPal.
Ask for financial support from administrators, as well as publishers. This is an opportunity for library administrators to put
some money toward supporting librarian/faculty collaborations, as well as an opportunity for chairs/deans to support low-cost
professional development. Departmental faculty already have relationships with publishers, more so than instruction librarians do,
so assign them the task of asking for donations.
It is not necessary to do a lot of planning months ahead of time, other than setting the date and booking the location. Other
planning can happen the summer before, or a few months or weeks before the event.
Structure the conference to allow librarians and faculty opportunities to share their insights in a comfortable, low-stakes
setting, such as lightning talks. Have a theme, but be flexible as to how people may interpret the theme. For Inland InfoLit, because
two-thirds of the attendees are composition instructors, we have veered from being focused strictly on information literacy to
branching out to other composition themes, such as multimodal composition. The librarians feel the synergy of having librarians and
composition instructors in the same room is more important than being sticklers about only discussing information literacy issues.

LESSONS LEARNED
Every year we learn something new to streamline logistics. The most challenging goal has been keeping the conversation
going in between conferences, such as online sharing of activities and assignments. Offering space on a website or a blog is not
enough. With our fluid organizational structure, maintaining a website and Facebook page has been our limit.
But we have successfully held nine conferences without by-laws, a formalized structure, or even a bank account. All that is
needed is one or two people to facilitate the planning process, and a core group willing to meet a few times. Many logistical issues
can be handled via email. And once librarians and faculty are together during the conference, we can better understand how our
student learning outcomes converge.
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